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Part 1 - Go Basics
I urge you to download "Basic Go" at https://itjumpstart.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/basic-go.pdf

For an overview of Go, here is a cheatsheet courtesy of Julien Dubreuil (https://github.com/a8m/go-lang-cheat-
sheet)

Credits
Most example code taken from A Tour of Go, which is an excellent introduction to Go. If you're new to Go, do that
tour. Seriously.

Go in a Nutshell

Imperative language
Statically typed
Syntax similar to Java/C/C++, but less parantheses and no semicolons
Compiles to native code (no JVM)
No classes, but structs with methods
Interfaces
No implementation inheritance. There's type embedding, though.
Functions are first class citizens

https://github.com/ibmendoza/it-framework
http://itjumpstart.wordpress.com
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0
https://itjumpstart.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/basic-go.pdf
https://github.com/a8m/go-lang-cheat-sheet
http://tour.golang.org/
http://golang.org/doc/effective%5Fgo.html#embedding


Functions can return multiple values
Go has closures
Pointers, but not pointer arithmetic
Built-in concurrency primitives: Goroutines and Channels

Basic Syntax

Hello World
File hello.go:

package main

import "fmt"

func main() {
    fmt.Println("Hello Go")
}

$ go run hello.go

Operators

Arithmetic

Operator Description

+ addition

- subtraction

* multiplication

/ quotient

% remainder

& bitwise and

| bitwise or

^ bitwise xor

&^ bit clear (and not)

<< left shift

>> right shift

Comparison

Operator Description

== equal



!= not equal

< less than

<= less than or equal

> greater than

>= greater than or equal

Logical

Operator Description

&& logical and

|| logical or

! logical not

Other

Operator Description

& address of / create pointer

* dereference pointer

<- send / receive operator (see 'Channels' below)

Declarations

Type goes after identifier!
var foo int // declaration without initialization

var foo int = 42 // declaration with initialization

var foo, bar int = 42, 1302 // declare and init multiple vars at once

var foo = 42 // type omitted, will be inferred

foo := 42 // shorthand, only in func bodies, omit var keyword, type is always implicit

const constant = "This is a constant"

Functions

// a simple function
func functionName() {}

// function with parameters (again, types go after identifiers)
func functionName(param1 string, param2 int) {}

// multiple parameters of the same type
func functionName(param1, param2 int) {}

// return type declaration
func functionName() int {



    return 42
}

// Can return multiple values at once
func returnMulti() (int, string) {
    return 42, "foobar"
}
var x, str = returnMulti()

// Return multiple named results simply by return
func returnMulti2() (n int, s string) {
    n = 42
    s = "foobar"
    // n and s will be returned
    return
}
var x, str = returnMulti2()

Functions As Values And Closures

func main() {
    // assign a function to a name
    add := func(a, b int) int {
        return a + b
    }
    // use the name to call the function
    fmt.Println(add(3, 4))
}

// Closures, lexically scoped: Functions can access values that were
// in scope when defining the function
func scope() func() int{
    outer_var := 2
    foo := func() int { return outer_var}
    return foo
}

func another_scope() func() int{
    // won't compile because outer_var and foo not defined in this scope
    outer_var = 444
    return foo
}

// Closures: don't mutate outer vars, instead redefine them!
func outer() (func() int, int) {
    outer_var := 2
    inner := func() int {
        outer_var += 99 // attempt to mutate outer_var from outer scope
        return outer_var // => 101 (but outer_var is a newly redefined
                         //         variable visible only inside inner)
    }
    return inner, outer_var // => 101, 2 (outer_var is still 2, not mutated by foo!)
}

Variadic Functions

func main() {
    fmt.Println(adder(1, 2, 3))     // 6
    fmt.Println(adder(9, 9))    // 18

    nums := []int{10, 20, 30}
    fmt.Println(adder(nums...)) // 60
}



// By using ... before the type name of the last parameter you can indicate that it 
//takes zero or more of those parameters. The function is invoked like any other function 
//except we can pass as many arguments as we want.
func adder(args ...int) int {
    total := 0
    for _, v := range args { // Iterates over the arguments whatever the number.
        total += v
    }
    return total
}

Built-in Types

bool

string

int  int8  int16  int32  int64

uint uint8 uint16 uint32 uint64 uintptr

byte // alias for uint8

rune // alias for int32 ~= a character (Unicode code point) - very Viking

float32 float64

complex64 complex128

Type Conversions

var i int = 42
var f float64 = float64(i)
var u uint = uint(f)

// alternative syntax
i := 42
f := float64(i)
u := uint(f)

Packages

package declaration at top of every source file
executables are in package main
convention: package name == last name of import path (import path math/rand => package rand)
upper case identifier: exported (visible from other packages)
Lower case identifier: private (not visible from other packages)

Control structures

If

func main() {
    // Basic one
    if x > 0 {
        return x
    } else {
        return -x



    }

    // You can put one statement before the condition
    if a := b + c; a < 42 {
        return a
    } else {
        return a - 42
    }

    // Type assertion inside if
    var val interface{}
    val = "foo"
    if str, ok := val.(string); ok {
        fmt.Println(str)
    }
}

Loops

    // There's only `for`, no `while`, no `until`
    for i := 1; i < 10; i++ {
    }
    for ; i < 10;  { // while - loop
    }
    for i < 10  { // you can omit semicolons if there is only a condition
    }
    for { // you can omit the condition ~ while (true)
    }

Switch

    // switch statement
    switch operatingSystem {
    case "darwin":
        fmt.Println("Mac OS Hipster")
        // cases break automatically, no fallthrough by default
    case "linux":
        fmt.Println("Linux Geek")
    default:
        // Windows, BSD, ...
        fmt.Println("Other")
    }

    // as with for and if, you can have an assignment statement before the switch value 
    switch os := runtime.GOOS; os {
    case "darwin": ...
    }

Arrays, Slices, Ranges

Arrays

var a [10]int // declare an int array with length 10. Array length is part of the type!
a[3] = 42     // set elements
i := a[3]     // read elements

// declare and initialize
var a = [2]int{1, 2}
a := [2]int{1, 2} //shorthand
a := [...]int{1, 2} // elipsis -> Compiler figures out array length

Slices



var a []int   // declare a slice - similar to an array, but length is unspecified

// declare and initialize a slice (backed by the array given implicitly)
var a = []int {1, 2, 3, 4}  

a := []int{1, 2, 3, 4}                   // shorthand

chars := []string{0:"a", 2:"c", 1: "b"}  // ["a", "b", "c"]

var b = a[lo:hi]    // creates a slice (view of the array) from index lo to hi-1
var b = a[1:4]      // slice from index 1 to 3
var b = a[:3]       // missing low index implies 0
var b = a[3:]       // missing high index implies len(a)

// create a slice with make
a = make([]byte, 5, 5)  // first arg length, second capacity
a = make([]byte, 5) // capacity is optional

// create a slice from an array
x := [3]string{"Лайка", "Белка", "Стрелка"}
s := x[:] // a slice referencing the storage of x

Operations on Arrays and Slices

len(a) gives you the length of an array/a slice. It's a built-in function, not a attribute/method on the array.

// loop over an array/a slice
for i, e := range a {
    // i is the index, e the element
}

// if you only need e:
for _, e := range a {
    // e is the element
}

// ...and if you only need the index
for i := range a {
}

// In Go pre-1.4, you'll get a compiler error if you're not using i and e.
// Go 1.4 introduced a variable-free form, so that you can do this
for range time.Tick(time.Second) {
    // do it once a sec
}

Maps

var m map[string]int
m = make(map[string]int)
m["key"] = 42
fmt.Println(m["key"])

delete(m, "key")

elem, ok := m["key"] // test if key "key" is present and retrieve it, if so

// map literal
var m = map[string]Vertex{
    "Bell Labs": {40.68433, -74.39967},
    "Google":    {37.42202, -122.08408},
}



Structs
There are no classes, only structs. Structs can have methods.

// A struct is a type. It's also a collection of fields 

// Declaration
type Vertex struct {
    X, Y int
}

// Creating
var v = Vertex{1, 2}
var v = Vertex{X: 1, Y: 2} // Creates a struct by defining values with keys 

// Accessing members
v.X = 4

// You can declare methods on structs. The struct you want to declare the
// method on (the receiving type) comes between the the func keyword and
// the method name. The struct is copied on each method call(!)
func (v Vertex) Abs() float64 {
    return math.Sqrt(v.X*v.X + v.Y*v.Y)
}

// Call method
v.Abs()

// For mutating methods, you need to use a pointer (see below) to the Struct
// as the type. With this, the struct value is not copied for the method call.
func (v *Vertex) add(n float64) {
    v.X += n
    v.Y += n
}

Anonymous structs:

Cheaper and safer than using map[string]interface{}.

point := struct {
    X, Y int
}{1, 2}

Pointers

p := Vertex{1, 2}  // p is a Vertex
q := &p            // q is a pointer to a Vertex
r := &Vertex{1, 2} // r is also a pointer to a Vertex

// The type of a pointer to a Vertex is *Vertex

var s *Vertex = new(Vertex) // new creates a pointer to a new struct instance 

Interfaces

// interface declaration
type Awesomizer interface {
    Awesomize() string
}



// types do *not* declare to implement interfaces
type Foo struct {}

// instead, types implicitly satisfy an interface if they implement all required methods
func (foo Foo) Awesomize() string {
    return "Awesome!"
}

Embedding
There is no subclassing in Go. Instead, there is interface and struct embedding.

// ReadWriter implementations must satisfy both Reader and Writer
type ReadWriter interface {
    Reader
    Writer
}

// Server exposes all the methods that Logger has
type Server struct {
    Host string
    Port int
    *log.Logger
}

// initialize the embedded type the usual way
server := &Server{"localhost", 80, log.New(...)}

// methods implemented on the embedded struct are passed through
server.Log(...) // calls server.Logger.Log(...)

// the field name of the embedded type is its type name (in this case Logger)
var logger *log.Logger = server.Logger

Errors
There is no exception handling. Functions that might produce an error just declare an additional return value of type
Error. This is the Error interface:

type error interface {
    Error() string
}

A function that might return an error:

func doStuff() (int, error) {
}

func main() {
    result, error := doStuff()
    if (error != nil) {
        // handle error
    } else {
        // all is good, use result
    }
}

Concurrency

Goroutines



Goroutines are lightweight threads (managed by Go, not OS threads). go f(a, b) starts a new goroutine which runs f
(given f is a function).

// just a function (which can be later started as a goroutine)
func doStuff(s string) {
}

func main() {
    // using a named function in a goroutine
    go doStuff("foobar")

    // using an anonymous inner function in a goroutine
    go func (x int) {
        // function body goes here
    }(42)
}

Channels

ch := make(chan int) // create a channel of type int
ch <- 42             // Send a value to the channel ch.
v := <-ch            // Receive a value from ch

// Non-buffered channels block. Read blocks when no value is available, write blocks if 
//a value already has been written but not read.

// Create a buffered channel. Writing to a buffered channels does not block if less than 
// <buffer size> unread values have been written.
ch := make(chan int, 100)

close(c) // closes the channel (only sender should close)

// read from channel and test if it has been closed
v, ok := <-ch

// if ok is false, channel has been closed

// Read from channel until it is closed
for i := range ch {
    fmt.Println(i)
}

// select blocks on multiple channel operations, if one unblocks, the corresponding 
//case is executed
func doStuff(channelOut, channelIn chan int) {
    select {
    case channelOut <- 42:
        fmt.Println("We could write to channelOut!")
    case x := <- channelIn:
        fmt.Println("We could read from channelIn")
    case <-time.After(time.Second * 1):
        fmt.Println("timeout")
    }
}

Channel Axioms

A send to a nil channel blocks forever

  var c chan string
  c <- "Hello, World!"
  // fatal error: all goroutines are asleep - deadlock!



A receive from a nil channel blocks forever

var c chan string
fmt.Println(<-c)
// fatal error: all goroutines are asleep - deadlock!

A send to a closed channel panics

var c = make(chan string, 1)
c <- "Hello, World!"
close(c)
c <- "Hello, Panic!"
// panic: send on closed channel

A receive from a closed channel returns the zero value immediately

var c = make(chan int, 2)
c <- 1
c <- 2
close(c)
for i := 0; i < 3; i++ {
    fmt.Printf("%d ", <-c) 
}
// 1 2 0

Part 2 - JavaScript Basics
The following is based on content from https://developer.mozilla.org.

JavaScript in a Nutshell

Imperative language
Dynamically typed
Syntax similar to C
Interpreted (requires a JavaScript VM)
No classes (prototype-based)
Functions are first class citizens
Functions can be passed as parameters
JavaScript has closures
Concurrency model based on event loop

Variables

//JavaScript is case sensitive — myVariable is a different variable to myvariable.
var myVariable;  //All lines in JS must end with a semi-colon

Variable Assignment

var myVariable = 'Bob';
myVariable = 'Steve';

Variable Data Types

https://developer.mozilla.org
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/JavaScript/EventLoop


String - A string of text. To signify that the variable is a string, you should enclose it in quote marks. JavaScript's
String type is used to represent textual data. It is a set of "elements" of 16-bit unsigned integer values. Each
element in the String occupies a position in the String. The first element is at index 0, the next at index 1, and so
on. The length of a String is the number of elements in it.

Unlike in languages like C, JavaScript strings are immutable. This means that once a string is created, it is not
possible to modify it.

  var myVariable = 'Bob';

Number - A number. Numbers don't have quotes around them. According to the ECMAScript standard, there is
only one number type: the double-precision 64-bit binary format IEEE 754 value (number between -(253 -1) and
253 -1). There is no specific type for integers. In addition to being able to represent floating-point numbers, the
number type has three symbolic values: +Infinity, -Infinity, and NaN (not-a-number).

var myVariable = 10;

Try this on ScratchPad under Firefox >> Tools >> Web Developer:

//0.1 + 0.2 != 0.3
alert(0.1 + 0.2) //returns 0.30000000000000004

Boolean - A True/False value. true/false are special keywords in JS, and don't need quotes.

var myVariable = true;

Array - A structure that allows you to store multiple values in one single reference.

var myVariable = [1,'Bob','Steve',10];

//Call each member of the array like this: myVariable[0], myVariable[1], etc.

myVariable[0]  //holds the first value of array. Array index starts with zero

Object - Basically, anything. Everything in JavaScript is an object, and can be stored in a variable

var myVariable = document.querySelector('h1');
All of the above examples too.

Functions - Generally speaking, a function is a "subprogram" that can be called by code external (or internal in
the case of recursion) to the function. Like the program itself, a function is composed of a sequence of
statements called the function body. Values can be passed to a function, and the function can return a value.

Comments

/*
Everything in between is a comment.
*/

// This is also a comment

Operators

add/concatenation - Used to add two numbers together, or glue two strings together, denoted by symbol +



6 + 9;
"Hello " + "world!";

subtract, multiply, divide - These do what you'd expect them to do in basic math denoted by symbols -, *, /
respectively

9 - 3;
8 * 2; // multiply in JS is an asterisk
9 / 3;

assignment operator - You've seen this already: it assigns a value to a variable denoted by symbol =

var myVariable = 'Bob';

identity operator - Does a test to see if two values are equal to one another, and returns a true/false (boolean)
result, denoted by symbol ===

var myVariable = 3;
myVariable === 4;  //false

negation, not equal - Often used alongside the Equality operator, the negation operator is the JS equivalent of a
logical NOT — it turns a true into a false, etc.

//The basic expression is true, but the comparison returns false because 
//we've negated it:

var myVariable = 3;
!(myVariable === 3);

//Here we are testing "is myVariable NOT equal to 3". This returns false, 
//because it IS equal to 3.

var myVariable = 3;
myVariable !== 3;

Conditionals

var iceCream = 'chocolate';
if (iceCream === 'chocolate') {
  alert('Yay, I love chocolate ice cream!');    
} else {
  alert('Awwww, but chocolate is my favorite...');    
}

Functions

function multiply(num1,num2) {
  var result = num1 * num2;
  return result;
}

multiply(4,7);
multiply(20,20);
multiply(0.5,3);

In JavaScript, functions are first-class objects, i.e. they are objects and can be manipulated and passed around just
like any other object. Specifically, they are Function objects.



Every function in JavaScript is a Function object. See Function for information on properties and methods of
Function objects.

Functions are not the same as procedures. A function always returns a value, but a procedure may or may not
return any value.

To return a specific value other than the default, a function must have a return statement that specifies the value to
return. A function without a return statement will return a default value. In the case of a constructor called with the
new keyword, the default value is the value of its this parameter. For all other functions, the default return value is
undefined.

The parameters of a function call are the function's arguments. Arguments are passed to functions by value. If the
function changes the value of an argument, this change is not reflected globally or in the calling function. However,
object references are values, too, and they are special: if the function changes the referred object's properties, that
change is visible outside the function, as shown in the following example:

/* Declare the function 'myFunc' */
function myFunc(theObject) {
   theObject.brand = "Toyota";
 }

 /*
  * Declare variable 'mycar';
  * create and initialize a new Object;
  * assign reference to it to 'mycar'
  */
 var mycar = {
   brand: "Honda",
   model: "Accord",
   year: 1998
 };

 /* Logs 'Honda' */
 console.log(mycar.brand);

 /* Pass object reference to the function */
 myFunc(mycar);

 /*
  * Logs 'Toyota' as the value of the 'brand' property
  * of the object, as changed to by the function.
  */
 console.log(mycar.brand);

Defining Functions

function square(number) {
  return number * number;
}

Pass by value

Primitive parameters (such as a number) are passed to functions by value; the value is passed to the function, but if
the function changes the value of the parameter, this change is not reflected globally or in the calling function.

Pass by reference

If you pass an object (i.e. a non-primitive value, such as Array or a user-defined object) as a parameter and the



function changes the object's properties, that change is visible outside the function, as shown in the following
example:

function myFunc(theObject) {
  theObject.make = "Toyota";
}

var mycar = {make: "Honda", model: "Accord", year: 1998};
var x, y;

x = mycar.make; // x gets the value "Honda"

myFunc(mycar);
y = mycar.make; // y gets the value "Toyota"
                // (the make property was changed by the function)

Function expression
While the function declaration above is syntactically a statement, functions can also be created by a function
expression. Such a function can be anonymous; it does not have to have a name. For example, the function square
could have been defined as:

var square = function(number) { return number * number };
var x = square(4) // x gets the value 16

However, a name can be provided with a function expression and can be used inside the function to refer to itself, or
in a debugger to identify the function in stack traces:

var factorial = function fac(n) { return n<2 ? 1 : n*fac(n-1) };

console.log(factorial(3));

Function expressions are convenient when passing a function as an argument to another function. The following
example shows a map function being defined and then called with an anonymous function as its first parameter:

function map(f,a) {
  var result = [], // Create a new Array
      i;
  for (i = 0; i != a.length; i++)
    result[i] = f(a[i]);
  return result;
}

The following code:

map(function(x) {return x * x * x}, [0, 1, 2, 5, 10]);

returns [0, 1, 8, 125, 1000].

In JavaScript, a function can be defined based on a condition. For example, the following function definition defines
myFunc only if num equals 0:

var myFunc;
if (num == 0){
  myFunc = function(theObject) {
    theObject.make = "Toyota"
  }
}



In addition to defining functions as described here, you can also use the Function constructor to create functions
from a string at runtime, much like eval().

A method is a function that is a property of an object.

Function scope
Variables defined inside a function cannot be accessed from anywhere outside the function, because the variable is
defined only in the scope of the function. However, a function can access all variables and functions defined inside
the scope in which it is defined. In other words, a function defined in the global scope can access all variables
defined in the global scope. A function defined inside another function can also access all variables defined in its
parent function and any other variable to which the parent function has access.

// The following variables are defined in the global scope
var num1 = 20,
    num2 = 3,
    name = "Chamahk";

// This function is defined in the global scope
function multiply() {
  return num1 * num2;
}

multiply(); // Returns 60

// A nested function example
function getScore () {
  var num1 = 2,
      num2 = 3;

  function add() {
    return name + " scored " + (num1 + num2);
  }

  return add();
}

getScore(); // Returns "Chamahk scored 5"

Nested function and closure
You can nest a function within a function. The nested (inner) function is private to its containing (outer) function. It
also forms a closure. A closure is an expression (typically a function) that can have free variables together with an
environment that binds those variables (that "closes" the expression).

Since a nested function is a closure, this means that a nested function can "inherit" the arguments and variables of
its containing function. In other words, the inner function contains the scope of the outer function.

To summarize:

The inner function can be accessed only from statements in the outer function.

The inner function forms a closure: the inner function can use the arguments and variables of the outer function,
while the outer function cannot use the arguments and variables of the inner function.

The following example shows nested functions:



function addSquares(a,b) {
  function square(x) {
    return x * x;
  }
  return square(a) + square(b);
}
a = addSquares(2,3); // returns 13
b = addSquares(3,4); // returns 25
c = addSquares(4,5); // returns 41

Since the inner function forms a closure, you can call the outer function and specify arguments for both the outer
and inner function:

function outside(x) {
  function inside(y) {
    return x + y;
  }
  return inside;
}

// Think of it like: give me a function that adds 3 to whatever you give it
fn_inside = outside(3);  
result = fn_inside(5); // returns 8

result1 = outside(3)(5); // returns 8

Closures
Closures are one of the most powerful features of JavaScript. JavaScript allows for the nesting of functions and
grants the inner function full access to all the variables and functions defined inside the outer function (and all other
variables and functions that the outer function has access to). However, the outer function does not have access to
the variables and functions defined inside the inner function. This provides a sort of security for the variables of the
inner function. Also, since the inner function has access to the scope of the outer function, the variables and
functions defined in the outer function will live longer than the outer function itself, if the inner function manages to
survive beyond the life of the outer function. A closure is created when the inner function is somehow made
available to any scope outside the outer function.

var pet = function(name) {   // The outer function defines a variable called "name"
  var getName = function() {
    // The inner function has access to the "name" variable of the outer function
    return name;             
  }
  // Return the inner function, thereby exposing it to outer scopes
  return getName;            
},
myPet = pet("Vivie");

myPet();                     // Returns "Vivie"

It can be much more complex than the code above. An object containing methods for manipulating the inner
variables of the outer function can be returned.

var createPet = function(name) {
  var sex;

  return {
    setName: function(newName) {
      name = newName;
    },



    getName: function() {
      return name;
    },

    getSex: function() {
      return sex;
    },

    setSex: function(newSex) {
      if(typeof newSex == "string" && 
        (newSex.toLowerCase() == "male" || 
         newSex.toLowerCase() == "female")) {
        sex = newSex;
      }
    }
  }
}

var pet = createPet("Vivie");
pet.getName();                  // Vivie

pet.setName("Oliver");
pet.setSex("male");
pet.getSex();                   // male
pet.getName();                  // Oliver

Events

document.querySelector('html').onclick = function() {
    alert('Ouch! Stop poking me!');
}

Note that

document.querySelector('html').onclick = function() {};

is equivalent to

var myHTML = document.querySelector('html');
myHTML.onclick = function() {};

Date
Creates a JavaScript Date instance that represents a single moment in time. Date objects are based on a time value
that is the number of milliseconds since 1 January, 1970 UTC.

new Date();
new Date(value);
new Date(dateString);
new Date(year, month[, day[, hour[, minutes[, seconds[, milliseconds]]]]]);

If no arguments are provided, the constructor creates a JavaScript Date object for the current date and time
according to system settings.
If at least two arguments are supplied, missing arguments are either set to 1 (if day is missing) or 0 for all others.
The JavaScript date is based on a time value that is milliseconds since midnight 01 January, 1970 UTC. A day
holds 86,400,000 milliseconds. The JavaScript Date object range is -100,000,000 days to 100,000,000 days
relative to 01 January, 1970 UTC.



The JavaScript Date object provides uniform behavior across platforms. The time value can be passed between
systems to represent the same moment in time and if used to create a local date object, will reflect the local
equivalent of the time.
The JavaScript Date object supports a number of UTC (universal) methods, as well as local time methods. UTC,
also known as Greenwich Mean Time (GMT), refers to the time as set by the World Time Standard. The local
time is the time known to the computer where JavaScript is executed.
Invoking JavaScript Date as a function (i.e., without the new operator) will return a string representing the
current date and time.

Underscore.js
Underscore is a JavaScript library that provides a whole mess of useful functional programming helpers without
extending any built-in objects. It’s the answer to the question: “If I sit down in front of a blank HTML page, and want
to start being productive immediately, what do I need?” … and the tie to go along with jQuery's tux and Backbone's
suspenders.

Underscore provides over 100 functions that support both your favorite workaday functional helpers: map, filter,
invoke — as well as more specialized goodies: function binding, javascript templating, creating quick indexes, deep
equality testing, and so on.

Collection Functions (Arrays or Objects)

each _.each(list, iteratee, [context]) Alias: forEach

Iterates over a list of elements, yielding each in turn to an iteratee function. The iteratee is bound to the context
object, if one is passed. Each invocation of iteratee is called with three arguments: (element, index, list). If list is a
JavaScript object, iteratee's arguments will be (value, key, list). Returns the list for chaining.

_.each([1, 2, 3], alert);
=> alerts each number in turn...
_.each({one: 1, two: 2, three: 3}, alert);
=> alerts each number value in turn...

Note: Collection functions work on arrays, objects, and array-like objects such as arguments, NodeList and similar.
But it works by duck-typing, so avoid passing objects with a numeric length property. It's also good to note that an
each loop cannot be broken out of — to break, use _.find instead.

map _.map(list, iteratee, [context]) Alias: collect

Produces a new array of values by mapping each value in list through a transformation function (iteratee). The
iteratee is passed three arguments: the value, then the index (or key) of the iteration, and finally a reference to the
entire list.

_.map([1, 2, 3], function(num){ return num * 3; });
=> [3, 6, 9]
_.map({one: 1, two: 2, three: 3}, function(num, key){ return num * 3; });
=> [3, 6, 9]
_.map([[1, 2], [3, 4]], _.first);
=> [1, 3]

reduce _.reduce(list, iteratee, [memo], [context]) Aliases: inject, foldl

Also known as inject and foldl, reduce boils down a list of values into a single value. Memo is the initial state of the



reduction, and each successive step of it should be returned by iteratee. The iteratee is passed four arguments: the
memo, then the value and index (or key) of the iteration, and finally a reference to the entire list.

If no memo is passed to the initial invocation of reduce, the iteratee is not invoked on the first element of the list. The
first element is instead passed as the memo in the invocation of the iteratee on the next element in the list.

var sum = _.reduce([1, 2, 3], function(memo, num){ return memo + num; }, 0);
=> 6

See http://underscorejs.org for more details.

Bacon.js
A small functional reactive programming lib for JavaScript. Turns your event spaghetti into clean and declarative
feng shui bacon, by switching from imperative to functional. It's like replacing nested for-loops with functional
programming concepts like map and filter. Stop working on individual events and work with event-streams instead.
Transform your data with map and filter. Combine your data with merge and combine. Then switch to the heavier
weapons and wield flatMap and combineTemplate like a boss. It's the _ of Events. Too bad the symbol ~ is not
allowed in Javascript.

See https://github.com/baconjs/bacon.js for more details.

jQuery
jQuery is a fast, small, and feature-rich JavaScript library. It makes things like HTML document traversal and
manipulation, event handling, animation, and Ajax much simpler with an easy-to-use API that works across a
multitude of browsers.

DOM Traversal and Manipulation

Get the element with the class 'continue' and change its HTML to 'Next Step...'

$( "button.continue" ).html( "Next Step..." )

Event Handling

Show the #banner-message element that is hidden with display:none in its CSS when any button in #button-
container is clicked.

var hiddenBox = $( "#banner-message" );
$( "#button-container button" ).on( "click", function( event ) {
  hiddenBox.show();
});

Ajax

Call a local script on the server /api/getWeather with the query parameter zipcode=97201 and replace the element
#weather-temp's html with the returned text.

$.ajax({
  url: "/api/getWeather",
  data: {
    zipcode: 97201
  },
  success: function( data ) {

http://underscorejs.org
https://github.com/baconjs/bacon.js


    $( "#weather-temp" ).html( "<strong>" + data + "</strong> degrees" );
  }
});

##Ramda.js

There are already several excellent libraries with a functional flavor. Typically, they are meant to be general-purpose
toolkits, suitable for working in multiple paradigms. Ramda has a more focused goal. We wanted a library designed
specifically for a functional programming style, one that makes it easy to create functional pipelines, one that never
mutates user data.
What's Different?

The primary distinguishing features of Ramda are:

Ramda emphasizes a purer functional style. Immutability and side-effect free functions are at the heart of its
design philosophy. This can help you get the job done with simple, elegant code.

Ramda functions are automatically curried. This allows you to easily build up new functions from old ones simply
by not supplying the final parameters.

The parameters to Ramda functions are arranged to make it convenient for currying. The data to be operated on
is generally supplied last.

The last two points together make it very easy to build functions as sequences of simpler functions, each of which
transforms the data and passes it along to the next. Ramda is designed to support this style of coding.

Underscore/lodash vs Ramda
Much ado are erupting since the Underscore/lodash brouhaha. Now it's Ramda vs Underscore/lodash.

So what is going on?

First, it's all about the approach.

Underscore/lodash takes the data-first, function-last approach while Ramda takes the opposite.

In theory, they differ on philosophy but in practice, they complement each other.

If your concern is more on slice-and-dice the data, Underscore/LoDash can get the job done. And so is Ramda.

So what is the fuss all about?

Which brings us to second bone of contention: it's all about the syntax (read: currying).

Below is quoted from Scott Sauyet:

This example is demonstrating the Ramda utility functions alongside the currying aspects of Ramda. Perhaps the
currying is not really that important. Let's try to rewrite that without the currying:

var getIncompleteTaskSummaries = function (membername) {
    return fetchData()
    .then(function (data) {
        return R.get('tasks', data)
    })
    .then(function (tasks) {
        return R.filter(function (task) {
            return R.propEq('username', membername, task)

http://fr.umio.us/favoring-curry/


        }, tasks)
    })
    .then(function (tasks) {
        return R.reject(function (task) {
            return R.propEq('complete', true, task);
        }, tasks)
    })
    .then(function (tasks) {
        return R.map(function (task) {
            return R.pick(['id', 'dueDate', 'title', 'priority'], task);
        }, tasks);
    })
    .then(function (abbreviatedTasks) {
        return R.sortBy(function (abbrTask) {
            return R.get('dueDate', abbrTask);
        }, abbreviatedTasks);
    });
};

That, I think, is the equivalent. It's still better than the original code. Ramda's utility functions have some -- er, utility -
- even in the absence of currying. But I don't think it's even close to as readable as this:

var getIncompleteTaskSummaries = function (membername) {
    return fetchData()
    .then(R.get('tasks'))
    .then(R.filter(R.propEq('username', membername)))
    .then(R.reject(R.propEq('complete', true)))
    .then(R.map(R.pick(['id', 'dueDate', 'title', 'priority'])))
    .then(R.sortBy(R.get('dueDate')));
};

And that is why we curry. (end of quote)

The point here as far as newbies are concerned is that, regardless whether you use curry or not, you can still get
the job done.

The takeaway: Function composition is an optimization tool. If you don't know the basics, it's premature optimization.

Compiled vs Interpreted Languages

Deployment

if you want single-binary deployment (especially CLI programs) or the program itself is the runtime - use
compiled language. That is why Python is written in C and LLVM is written in C++

Expressiveness

interpreted languages win because there is no compile-link cycle
generics lend itself to flexible data analysis (map, reduce, etc)

Building block vs DSL

interpreted languages serve as building blocks for any functionality
DSL whether it will be run by a compiled program or runtime interpreted language decouples engine from
interface

In short, use compiled or interpreted language by virtue of its design, not as a tool for all jobs
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